The use of political advertising in the United States is often associated with the commercial meaning of advertising as a promotional device whose use is dependent upon the market economy and the right and ability to purchase the means to promote products or services or, in the case of politics, candidates or idea. Mobile and social media have now become a critical element of the campaign process and doing it well clearly makes a difference in who wins an election (Wehrs, 2009) .
A major part of an election campaign is done through electronic media such as SMS, Blogs, Emails, SEO and SMO projects, Banner Advertisements, Phone Calls, Mailers, Brochures/Flyers and different Websites. With the outbreak of new technologies, election candidates are looking for new ways to reach out to their followers and prospective voters.
Mobile phones are portable, affordable and in wide-spread use. Elections and voter registration campaigns are one arena where mobile phones have made an impact. Mobile active has observed the use of mobile phones to register voters, educate citizens on specific candidates or referenda, track electoral activities such as turnout and fraud and raise money for candidates and parties (Stein, 2008) .Mobile continues to prove that it is an effective advertising medium. The use of mobile phones in elections and voter registration campaigns is still in an experimental stage, and a lot has been learned about the characteristics of successful campaigns. However, little is known regarding the effectiveness of such campaigns and the factors contributing to their success (Dimitris et al, 2006) .Politicians are using mobile phones to promote their parties. Many firsttime voters are likely to be connected via Internet and mobile phones.
SMS used for political campaigns, especially for party list groups. The issue of having proper identification also has implications, especially when considering SMS as a means for people to participate through elections or referenda. The idea of one vote for one person may require people to register their names and their phone numbers. This is a touchy issue in the Philippines, Online Journal of Communication and Media Technologies Volume: 4 -Issue: 3 -July -2014 where people are wary about state control and privacy and may be an issue in other countries as well (Mendes et al, 2007 ).
This study is also an indicator of the times to come when new media takes on a more powerful role. A sense of technology"s power as a crucial agent of change has a prominent place in the culture of modernity (Smith and Marx, 1994) . According to the technological determinism theory, technical developments, media or technology as a whole, is the key mover in history and social change. New technology today can alter the very structure of daily life and is no longer just a bystander in everyday life. The introduction of technology therefore into the sphere of election campaigning has its own effects. Therefore in the future the new media may no longer take the role of a small player but might be a central player around which elections are fought.
This has been substantiated by a research conducted by IRIS Knowledge Foundation and the Internet and Mobile Association of India, which claims that results in over 150 constituencies could be decided by "Facebook users, making them the newest vote-bank with the power to shape Indian politics." In the example given by the study, the Thane parliamentary constituency has over 4,20,000 Facebook users. In the last LokSabha elections, the winning candidate had a victory margin of less than 50,000 votes. In such a scenario, a successful Facebook campaign could influence the outcome of the 2014 parliamentary election.
In this context, the rate at which this newer technology has been adapted and spread through in India can be understood more in the background of the "Diffusion of Innovations" theory. Over the years, India has slowly moved through the various stages of adoption of using the new media as a part of the election campaign. Eventhough the new media came intoexistence more than a decade, now early majority of individuals, groups and organizations have started using new media. Politics in India is essentially local and India"s voters elect their representatives based on small local and regional issues, instead of the big national issues. As a result, election rallies and doorto-door canvassing, supplemented by local hoardings and print advertisements in the regional languages have traditionally been at the core of election campaigning in India.
In 2004, the incumbent BJP broke away from this old pattern with its aggressive nation-wide "India Shining" campaign. About 5% of its campaign budget went to an e-campaign, for revamping its campaign website, pushing out text messages, pre-recorded voice clips and e-mails to its database of 20 million e-mail users and 20 million phone users and offering campaignrelated mobile ringtones for download. They could be largely credited with being the innovators who brought new media into play as a powerful force in the election campaigns. According to Rogers (2003) , innovation is an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption. In this study, new media and its use as a tool for communicating messages and as a campaign tool is the innovation. With the innovation having being introduced into the society, there is now diffusion taking place. This is the process by the innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of the social system. The efforts to integrate and maximize on this innovation is planned and systematic. The questions to be considered while understanding the impact of new media as a tool are if it is better than the campaigning tools that were available before and if it fits the needs of the intended audience. The innovation should be easy to use and its impact should be visible and easily measurable. The adopter categories are innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards.
Therefore today, apart from liberal usage of posters, banners and going to different places to meet people, political parties are also using cost-effective mediums like mobile phones, online campaigns like websites, etc. With Indians becoming more and more dependent on mobile phones and Internet, political parties are eagerly choosing these two mediums for their upcoming election campaigns. Such election campaigns have taken over as the favourite campaign medium of political parties around the globe.
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As India"s 714 million voters prepared to elect their 543 representatives, they are witness to a range of digital initiatives from political parties, civil society organizations and media houses.
Leading from the front was L.K. Advani, the prime ministerial candidate of the right wing Hindu nationalist BJP, who had embarked on Obama style new media campaign. He used one of the most aggressive online advertisement campaigns ever seen in India that reached 250 million mobile subscribers.
Mumbai-based Net core Solutions, which has won a nationwide contract from the BJP to use its SMS technologies for the party nationally, plans to buy wholesale capacity of around one billion SMS messages from telecom operators. The company has the technology to reach about 250 million cell phone users, who are not enrolled in the Do-Not-Call registry, and the new capacity will allow it to send each of these subscribers" four text messages on behalf of the BJP.
Idea Cellular"s My Idea campaign is a continuation of its participatory democracy advertisement campaign where a lady politician, aided by her tech-savvy assistant Abhishek Bachchan, gathers the views of the citizens in her constituency using mobile phones -The campaign asks people to submit an idea that can change India and vote on the ideas submitted by others.Air2Web bought about 200 million bulk SMS inventory. It was working with four political parties and their advertisement agencies sent voice-SMS campaigns (Philip, 2009 ). According to Gauravmishra,
mobile technology is playing a small but important role in the Indian parliament elections. Even as the media focus is on the web 2.0 elements in the digital election-related initiatives, SMS also made the most difference.
Political parties are very much interested in using these technologies for reaching the masses, especially during the elections. The political parties exploited these technologies and facilities for the election campaigns. This trend is growing year by year. There is a need to analyse the utilization, reach and effectiveness of these media for the election campaign. To analyse the new media election campaigns and assess the impact, in India this study was conducted between properly and most of the files present in the website are in PDF format. The drawback of this website is that the website is not upgraded in regular intervals which makes the information available repetitive. When it comes to AIADMK website, importance was given to photos and videos in contrast to DMK which give more importance to documents. When it comes to DMDK, the website is attractively designed with photos and videos. Advertisements by DMK had the maximum recall amongst the samples with almost 42% of them recalling the party"s advertisement immediately followed closely by AIADMK which had a recall percentage of 40%. The advertisements by Congress had only 10% of recall among them while BJP and DMDK registering the lowest recall with only 4% each.
In-Depth Interview
In-depth interview has provided much useful information for the study. T.K.S. Elangovan, DMK"s Organization Secretary stated that TV is the most important strategy in the present day scenario because it reaches all kinds of audiences. But in the election they had adopted two new strategies like mobile and Internet campaign. One advantage in mobile campaigning is that the mobile users will carry the mobiles in their hands, so the advertisement which has sent by the political parties, will reach them personally and instantly. In the other hand the usage of Internet is not up to the mark. Social networking site does not suit for advertising. Compared to Internet, mobile campaigning is cost effective. He also stated that, Voice campaign is more effective than SMS. Mostly we will use the websites as a communication tool. People like to post comments and send feedback through e-mail after the election victory.
Mr. S. Mohanrajulu, BJP State General Secretary stated that BJP is the only party which adopted lot of innovative strategies like Bulk SMS and e-mail, Voice SMS, Banner advertisements in other websites. He also says that BJP is the only party which is managing Web TV (Thamarai TV) and they are the only party which is utilizing modern technologies not only during elections.
They have used mobiles as a main medium followed by Internet and Television. Educated youth and Upper middle class people are the target audience for the Internet campaign and general public who are eligible to vote are targeted through voice and SMS campaigns. He said shifting traditional medium to modern medium would increase the vote bank, because mobile campaigning reaches general public and Internet will reach youth audience.
E-mails, SMSs, voice drops, parties tap all possible ways to reach the voter. Electronic missives are issuing forth from the BJP and DMK to woo voters. The e-mail and SMS campaigns in Tamil Nadu are reaching out to inboxes of e-mail and mobile phones, campaign managers of both The BJP also plans to promote the website of L. Ganesan, its candidate for South Chennai, just as it promoted L.K. Advani"s site. The party has a tie-up with Google to beam advertisements of the site www.laganesan.in from the 300 to 400 sites popular among folks in Chennai, says Mr Raghavan. The DMK was focusing on the party"s achievements, rather than any particular candidate, says Mr Jinnah. DMDK is not planning e-mail campaigns, the party has a poll on its website www.dmdkparty.com, which lets them count the number of people who say they would vote for DMDK. The script does not allow for duplicate entries, a DMDK leader said. The All India Anna DravidaMunnetraKazhagam has not planned an e-mail campaign, a party leader said.
For Independents too, the Internet is an affordable medium of campaign. Through the website lkadvani.in, 1250 volunteers had signed up, which was an indicator of the effectiveness, says Internet campaign may be successful if it becomes popular among the rural masses in future. As new media develops, it can be seen that it adopts functions like mobilization that is essential for older media forms.
Overall there is now support to the technological determinism theory that new technologies are instrumental in setting the conditions for social change and progress. Technology, acting as a determinant is playing a crucial role in transforming society at social and individual levels.
Revolutions in communication thus lead to social,political and economicrevolutions.
